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5,70 ft

Cessna Citation XLS

The Cessna Citation XLS is one of the world‘s best-selling 
business jets. It benefits from the cabin comfort of a midsize jet 
and provides the flexibility and freedom of a light jet. Being the 
upgrade on the Citation Excel, this model comes with an increased 
range of 2020 mi and delivers an exceptional performance as well 
as the largest external baggage compartment in its class.

The D-CKHG carries eight passengers, offers a pleasant standing height and 
is equipped with comfortable, wide leather armchairs. The set-up comprises 
four seats in a central club configuration, two aft cabin forward facing seats 
and a single side-facing bench in the forward cabin. Four pull out tables, 
a large one between each club section and a smaller one at each forward 
facing seat, round off the intelligent layout.

The galley includes a cabinet with ice drawer as well as storage 
and offers surface for catering arrangements. A fully enclosing, 
hard pocket door divides the aft lavatory from the main 
cabin, ensuring the necessary privacy for the guests.
The D-CKHG represents an exclusive and convenient 
means of travel for both business and pleasure.

PERFORMANCE

SPEED

508 mph
MAXIMUM RANGE

2020 mi
ALTITUDE MAX.

45,000 ft.

SPECIFICATIONS

NORMAL SEATING 

8
BAGGAGE VOLUME

80,2 ft³

CABIN AMENITIES

 Full Refreshment
 Center 

 Fully enclosed 
lavatory with sink

 Satellite Phone

 Espresso machine

 Berthable divan

 Microwave oven

 Icebox

 Flightshow

 Catering

 Stewardess

> D-CKHG
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Cessna Citation XLS




